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Product Description
Format
Qty
Teacher Training DVDs - We believe these DVDs will be a valuable asset to a school’s resource library for years to come.
Movement and Music for Children Ages 3, 4, and 5
DVD

Price

Movement and Music for Children Ages 6-11

DVD

$75

Energy Medicine with Alice Tobin

DVD

$25

At Home in Our Past: American History in the Montessori Classroom

DVD

$75

At Home in Nature: Biology in the Montessori Classroom

DVD

$75

Songbook

$12

Folk Songs from Around the World

Songbook

$12

Green is Our Garden

Songbook

$25

New American Holiday & Celebration Songs for Children

Songbook

$25

Songs of Celebration

Songbook

$25

Resources
A Musical Treasure Chest

Format
CD

A Musical Treasure Chest

Sheet
Music

$25

Movement and Singing Games

CD

$20

The first hour shows two sample classes incorporating movement, music appreciation, and singing, taught by Judy and Sanford
Jones. In the second hour, Sanford demonstrates each step in the Montessori bell material, from the sensorial level through
notation.
The first hour shows two sample classes with elementary age children in movement, music appreciation and singing. The
second hour shows a sequence of exercises using the Montessori Transposer (tone bars), including composition.

Energy medicine is based on the principle that the health of body, mind and spirit are anchored in the body's energy systems. This
hour DVD demonstrates how to do the "Daily Routine" to boost vitality, sharpen memory, strengthen the immune system and pro
general sense of well-being.
This teacher instructional DVD provides a hands on approach to setting up the Montessori classroom, how to arrange going out
experiences, and creative ways to teach American history! Available on a pre-order basis.
This teacher instructional DVD provides a hands-on approach to setting up the Montessori classroom for the study of biology, the
the Botany Cabinet, how to select pets and plants for the classroom, build a raised garden bed, set up the Time Line of Life (Eleme
conduct nature walks, recycle and compost.

Songbooks
Children’s Songs

original songs to enhance the young child’s appreciation of life
arrangements of familiar & unfamiliar songs for elementary age
24 songs of nature, selections from Sanford Jones’ children’s operas
24 original songs and movement guidelines for dramatic expression celebrating families and new holidays and celebrations.
Songbook contains 16 songs (for intermediate piano level) celebrating themes of life, love and family, stewardship, and peace,
and a synopsis from each featured opera written by Sanford. Illustrated by Amiri Farris.

24 pieces of classical piano and harpsichord music for children by Master Composers compiled and performed by Sanford Jones
and Joseph Francavilla. Includes Teacher Guidelines with composer bios, technical notes for teacher and student use and
lesson plan guidelines. Pieces selected to offer the listener musical examples by major composers in the Renaissance, Baroque,
Classical, Romantic, Impressionistic and Modern periods. Intermediate level of piano playing ability.
Contains 60 pages of sheet music, composer bios, and technical notes for teacher and student use and lesson plan guidelines.
Pieces selected to offer the listener musical examples by major composers in the Renaissance, Baroque, Classical, Romantic,
Impressionistic and Modern periods. Intermediate level of piano playing ability.
A compilation of twenty traditional songs including Oats, Peas, Beans and Barley Grow, Rock-A-Bye Baby, The Muffin Man, and
London Bridge. Each song has been recorded twice. First, the song is sung by the Elementary Students at Countryside
Montessori School in Northbrook, Illinois, allowing the listener to learn the words and the melody. Then, the song is repeated
with piano accompaniment only, allowing the listener to learn to sing the song and carry out the movements.

Qty

Amount

$75

Price
$20

Amount

Walking on the Line/Rhythmic Activities

CD

Sheet Music

$20
$12

New American Holiday & Celebration Songs for Children

CD

$20

Resources
Children's Songs/Folk Songs from Around the World

Format
CD

Introduction to Percussion Band Instruments

CD

$20

Conducting Shapes

Shapes

$50

20 minutes of original, quiet piano music for walking on the line, followed by bands of music for marching, running, galloping,
skipping and processing.
24 original songs and movement guidelines for dramatic expression celebrating families and new holidays and celebrations.

sung by elementary children at Mater Amoris Montessori School, Ashton, Maryland
a collection of sixteen classical and traditional pieces. In order to use the percussion band instruments appropriately, the
children need to understand the two basic rhythmic structures – duple and triple and the two dynamic levels of piano and forte.
Includes Teacher Guidelines booklet.
Can be used in conjunction with or without the conducting shapes.
Two shapes with the centers cut out – one rectangular for duple meter and one equilaterally triangular for triple meter. These
help in determining the meter of songs the children are listening to and songs they are singing. Includes Teacher Guidelines.
Can be used in conjunction with Introduction to Percussion Band Instruments CD.

Qty

Price
$20

Amount

The songs from the three following CD's were sung by the Countryside Chorus, Countryside Montessori School, Northbrook, Illinois:
Green is Our Garden
CD
$20
nature songs from Youth Opera International's repertoire, sung by children

Songs of Celebration

CD

$20

A Pocketful of Music: Classics Composed for Children 1730-2002

4-CD set

$70

Music Flash Card & Charts
Rhythm Flash Cards

Set of cards

$75

Melody Charts

Set of cards

$75

Chart & 25
blank
templates

$99

Additional
packets of 25
blank
templates

$25

Time Line

$100

Migration Charts

Charts

$50

A Centenary Celebration of Dr. Maria Montessori

Guidelines,
staging
directions,
musical score
and rehearsa
l CD

$100

Booklet

$13

songs celebrating themes of life, love and family, stewardship, and peace from children's operas composed by Sanford Jones.
by concert pianist and educator Martha Braden. A re-issue (in expanded form) of the NAMTA "Music through History"
recordings. Endorsed widely by music magazines and composers, these CD's bring the best of classical music to young children.
For use with both primary and elementary ages. Extensive program notes on the pieces/composers.

Housed in a colorful folder, these 28 laminated rhythm flash cards (8 1/2" x 11") are designed to provide children ages five and
older practice of basic rhythmic patterns - a fundamental aspect of music literacy. Teacher guidelines included.
One set of Melody Charts contains ten 11” x 17” laminated charts of familiar songs including Farmer in the Dell and Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star to be used on the bells or the tone bars by the child who has worked with the notation material for the
grand staff. Includes teacher’s guidelines.

Elementary Classroom Materials
Chart of the Basic Human Needs and Tendencies

This Chart is a comprehensive guide to the Elementary children as they research the history of a culture. It is universal, in that
all human beings of every time and place have the same physical needs – housing, clothing, food, defense and transport; the
same mental faculties – exploration, classification, communication and measurement; and the same tendency to create a
spiritual territory, meaning to manifest the various types of love - ego (self-worth), philia (brotherly and sisterly love, eros
(artistic creation and playfulness) and agape (charity).

American History Time Line

Developed in collaboration with Mario Montessori; revised in 1995. Six panels depicting major events in US history, using the
Chart of the Basic Human Needs and Tendencies as a guide. 2 feet wide x 33 feet long, black and white artwork to be colored,
captions on cardstock, one paragraph for each of the 75+ images. Suggestions for its use in the elementary classroom included.
Contains preface and instructions, 9 migration charts (18" x 24") of nine drawings/diagrams to be colored by the teacher
including The Hunt, The Movement of the Glacier, The Encroachment of the Desert onto Vegetated Areas, The Clearing of the
Forest, Billiard Ball Migration, The Breaking Down of the Wall, Infiltration and Fusion, The Whirling Horde and Seaborne
Migration. Cardstock captions for each of the nine charts (1/2 page of text per chart).
A 30-minute children's theatre piece for students to perform with music and lyrics by Sanford Jones and concept by Jim
Cummesky, celebrates the legacy of Dr. Montessori and the anniversary of the opening of the first Casa dei Bambini in Rome,
Italy.

Other Materials
Brain Gym- Simple Activities for Whole Brain Learning - Denison & Denison

In wide use in school systems throughout the country, this booklet offers a variety of in-place exercises which promote whole
brain learning. The activities make all types of learning easier, but they are especially effective with academic skills.

Why Montessori for the Elementary Years?

Booklet
$10 each
or
$5 each in
quantities
of 10
Subtotal
Shipping and Handling, please add 10%
International Shipping and Handling, please add 20%
Georgia residents, please add 7% sales tax
TOTAL
ORDER

Designed for schools to be used as a promotional tool for prospective and current parents, this 32-page booklet is a lecture by
Sanford Jones which was originally presented to the American Montessori Society at the Annual Seminar in 1971.
Expanded and updated in 2010, this booklet provides information on the multi-faceted rationale for enrolling a child in an
authentic Montessori program at the Elementary Level.

$10
$5

